
 
 

 

Wage Works Health Debit Card (HDC) Disclosure 
 
You have either signed up or are being offered the HDC option as part of your new health benefit 

package. Therefore, there are a few things you must know about how this card can be utilized 

and some of the rules related to the card as it relates to your health plan selection. 

 

First, the HDC is NOT Pre-Tax and expenses paid through the use of this card and funding for 

this card cannot be claimed as Pre-Tax on your income tax filing. 

 

Second, funds loaded on this card are for qualified medical expenses only. You may refer to IRS 

Publication 502 for details. https://www.irs.gov/publications/p502 

 

Third, funds load onto the HDC monthly and accumulate throughout the year, you therefore do 

not have a full years’ worth of funds available in the first month of the plan.  For example, you 

choose to add $100 to your HDC per month. If, you did not use the card for six months, in your 

sixth month you would have $570 on the card to spend on qualified medical expenses. If, you did 

not use the card for the entire year you would have accumulated $1,140 on your HDC.  Why not 

the full amount?  There is an administrative fee attached to the HDC card of $5.00 per month 

which is deducted from the amount authorized to be loaded.  

 

Forth, Unlike Health Savings Cards these funds are NOT use or lose.  Funds will continue to 

accumulate on your HDC until the plan is cancelled.  On the date of the plan cancellation any 

funds remaining on the HDC are held for a period of 90 days where qualified medical expense 

claims that occurred prior to the plan cancellation can be submitted against the remaining HDC 

funds. After the 90-day period any remaining funds are lost. 

 

Fifth, Wage Works is a third-party vendor of Patient Physicians Cooperative (PPC).  This means 

that you are required to set up your own Wage Works account where you can see the transactions 

on your card and your card balance (instructions for this come with your card and through your 

email when you enroll with PPC).  This means that in the event you lose your Wage Works HDC 

it will be up to you to contact Wage Works for a replacement or any other Wage Works related 

customer Service questions. 

 

PPC hopes you enjoy the benefits and flexibility of the Wage Works HDC as an added level 

financial security when dealing with your health care needs. 

 

 

Sincerely, 

 

The PPC Team 

 

 

https://www.irs.gov/publications/p502

